
"We can’t stop all natural disasters from

striking, but we can control how we

prepare for and recover from them."

Resilient Communities:

A New Disaster Preparedness Approach
Summary of Key Points - For the full plan, visit peteforamerica.com

Improve Coordination to Help People in Need

People at their most vulnerable time should not have to navigate a

bureaucratic maze. But too often, coordination is siloed, preventing

seamless response & recovery. Agencies like FEMA and HUD often

don’t share enough data to enable communities to effectively plan

for or recover from disasters - in some cases, preventing assistance

from reaching those most in need. After Hurricane Sandy, a 

Cabinet-level task force was created to facilitate cooperation between agencies and state and local governments in the

aftermath of that disaster. We need more of this kind of collaboration - on a permanent basis and at a larger scale.
 

Pete pledges to set up a community-centered Disaster Commission to review & recommend ways to streamline the process for

disaster preparedness & recovery, within his first 100 days. It will involve everyone relevant to disaster response & rebuilding -

federal agencies; state, local, and tribal officials; volunteer organizations - overseen by a senior White House official with

direct access to the Oval Office. It’ll pay particular attention to island & coastal regions, from Florida to Hawaii to Puerto Rico.
 

The Commission’s mandate will include finding ways to:

- Streamline applications & data collection. Goals include reducing the number of applications required, utilizing digital

resources more effectively, and reducing barriers to accessibility.

- Simplify reviews & auditing. After money is sent to a community, we need oversight to ensure funds are being used

appropriately. Everyone supports accountability, but we must streamline oversight & auditing to eliminate redundant reviews.

- Create a permanent source of disaster relief funding. A permanent block grant program in HUD, authorized by statute with

clear rules, sufficiently funded to allow resources to flow quickly, is one good proposal but not the only possibility.

Create a Culture of Resilience

To reduce the impacts of disasters, we need a national culture of disaster resilience, proactively preparing instead of

scrambling after the next catastrophe. This requires planning, modernizing our infrastructure, and making smart choices about

where we build and how we view risk. A better system will strengthen not only our communities but our finances - for every

federal dollar we spend on resilience, we can save six dollars in rebuilding costs, spurring economic activity in the process.
 

We will empower communities by:

- Funding community volunteer programs. The first people to respond to a disaster aren’t necessarily deployed by a

government agency. They can be family helping family, friends helping friends, or neighbors helping neighbors. These

community volunteer programs should be supported with federal dollars.

- Supporting community preparedness through education. Pete supports statutory authorization of FEMA’s Individual and

Community Preparedness Division with increased funding so that it can reach more communities. We will emphasize those

communities that have been traditionally marginalized, underserved, and vulnerable to disasters.



Improve Immediate Disaster Relief

Support private sector partnerships that help communities prepare for the future. Major companies often provide critical

services & technologies during the aftermath of a natural disaster, but they should also be a part of the preparation.
 

Harness the power of existing technologies. In many cases, we already have the technology to create more resilient

communities. Pete's Disaster Commission will determine how to consolidate various grant programs already in place so that

companies & communities can easily access funds in disaster-prone areas.
 

Ensure that all federal investments in infrastructure are climate & disaster resilient. We need to slow climate change & prepare

for its effects - resilience requires a holistic, systematic approach to keeping communities safe & economically strong.
 

Establish next-generation Regional Resilience Hubs - these will encourage community leaders, the private sector, and academia

to develop innovative solutions & provide grants to the most promising ideas. Each Regional Resilience Hub will have a Board

of Advisors made up of local elected leaders, community leaders, and other citizens.
 

Launch a National Catastrophic Extreme Weather insurance program (with an income-dependent exchange to ensure everyone

benefits) to balance more catastrophic risk with the private sector, thereby reducing the need for emergency appropriations,

increasing the speed for families & communities to receive money to rebuild, incentivizing community investment in resilience.
 

Update FEMA’s flood insurance map technology to accurately reflect risk & help communities plan. Flood risk information will

be readily accessible so homeowners can understand the true value of their homes & how to protect their investments.
 

Reinstate the Federal Flood Risk Management Standard to encourage common sense building practices.
 

Support loan programs that incorporate resilience & mitigation. Grant states/localities more flexibility to address disaster risks

rather than waiting on FEMA. Create a revolving fund of low-interest loans for communities to proactively combat these risks.

Defend FEMA’s Disaster Relief Fund, which is based on a calculation of current & future disaster needs. This money should be

protected, and not treated as a way to circumvent congressional intent.
 

Increase the number of FEMA-qualified trained disaster workers to ensure immediate assistance and relief:

- Permanently expand the Surge Capacity Force to include all federal departments & agencies, so a government-wide effort

can be brought to bear in the aftermath of a catastrophic event.

- Expand FEMA Corps, which provides 18‐to-24-year‐olds the opportunity to develop professional experience while serving

communities impacted by disasters.

- Offer proper training to and job protection for FEMA reservists so they cannot be fired for answering the call of duty in the

aftermath of a disaster.
 

Upgrade FEMA’s capabilities to connect first responders & rapidly deploy internet access for survivors. Communications

networks are often among the first things lost in a disaster. Use innovative technologies like satellite Wi-Fi hotspots & mesh

networks to help communities regain communications as quickly as possible.
 

Ensure our 911 networks can withstand disaster scenarios, often the first call in an emergency. Today’s voice-centric 911

networks can be overwhelmed and disrupted by high call volumes in a disaster, as occurred during Hurricane Katrina. Experts

recommend that America upgrade to a Next Generation 911 call (NG911) system to provide a resilient system capable of re-

routing calls and receiving text, multimedia, voice, and location data during disasters.

"Communities know more about their needs than anyone

coming in from the outside, so let’s empower them with

a bottom-up approach to preparedness and recovery.

Together we can save lives and protect our communities

from the challenges to come."


